
 

The answer to meeting both 
IT and business objectives

The vast majority of companies (96%) are confident their colocation providers can help 
them accelerate digital transformation initiatives, according to a new survey by IDG.

 
Specifically, respondents plan to shift additional workloads to colocation over the next two years 

— everything from mid- and back-office solutions to AI/ML workloads.
 

Bottom line: Colocation can help both IT execs and managers meet their strategic objectives.

IT execs and managers have different objectives

DIFFERING BUSINESS OBJECTIVES

The di�erences aren’t necessarily surprising, given that “in the trenches” IT 
managers are daily witnesses to infrastructure capabilities and problems. 
Meanwhile, IT executives are trying to balance those issues with demands 
from the business.

Faster time-to-market

Source: 2020 STATE OF THE DATA CENTER: 
ACCELERATING IT AND BUSINESS OBJECTIVE

25% IT execs IT managers 13%

Performance/response times

49% IT execs IT managers 64%

DIFFERING IT DRIVERS
Moving to self-service

42% IT execs IT managers 27%

Reducing IT workload

3% IT execs IT managers 34%

Focus on security

47% IT execs IT managers 57%

Colocation can deliver on all of IT’s objectives

Colocation services help companies achieve all their business and IT objectives.

Go above and beyond with the right colocation provider

EIGHT-9s 28k

775+ 4.6M+ 24

Get ahead of your competitors who are only seeking the table stakes.

The Right Colocation Provides a Powerful Ecosystem.

TABLE-STAKES CRITERIA

HIGH 
PERFORMANCE SECURITY

REDUCED 
IT BURDEN

State-of-the-art 
infrastructure

24x7x365 access 
to skilled professionals

Best-in-class solutions 
with annually tested 

compliance certifications

ASSURANCE

100% uptime 
SLA with eight-9s 

uptime record

Connectivity with network, cloud, and IT service providers 
right down the aisle in your colocation facility

Ability to accelerate and future-proof digital strategies with 
direct interconnections for AI, machine learning, IoT, and 5G

Elastic compute among cloud and colocation to reduce costs 
while meeting ever-evolving data and business growth

Powerful data flows across key geographic locations to 
minimize latency

Accelerate your IT and business 
objectives with CoreSite

CoreSite can help you accelerate digital business with 
one powerful platform of interconnected data centers

uptime

network, cloud, 
and IT providers square feet data centers

interconnections

Download the full report

www.coresite.com/resource-library/2020-state-of-the-data-center

